
80+ Trillion $

All Pain

Minimal Gain

What Does 80+ Trillion Dollars Get You (in the IPCC’s Virtual Reality)? More info is available on my website (with links). 

climatechangeandmusic.com
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We Are Here, 2021

The IPCC Computer Models have done an 

absolutely abysmal job of forecasting the 

Lower Troposphere temperatures over the 

last 45 years. But we should trust them to 

forecast temperatures over the next 80 

years? I don’t think so!!! This plot was put 

together by Dr. John Christy (I reviewed his 

January 2021 presentation, CSS-6, for those 

interested).

If the 1.2 °C 

temperature rise 

above pre-

industrial levels 

has not increased 

extreme weather 

(hurricanes, 

tornados, 

drought, fires, 

etc.),

How much will these meaningless, extremely 

expensive temperature drops affect climate?

Negligible and Unmeasurable!!!

How much will these meaningless, 

extremely expensive temperature 

drops affect the economy?

Drastically and Dangerously!!!

Societal Vulnerability and Climate (colorado.edu), Roger Pielke Jr.,

Fire – OPS 28,29 and 33, Droughts – OPS-31, Hurricanes – OPS-32 and 46

This plot is based on the IPCC “science” and uses a virtually 

impossible “business as usual” emission case (RCP8.5). If 

you back out the CAGW alarmist’s unproven positive 

feedback theories, add in the important but continually 

ignored solar forcings (high energy particles and cosmic 

rays) and use the more realistic RCP4.5 (or even 6.0) 

emission case, the need to reduce CO2 emissions becomes 

completely unnecessary.

In what reality does spending 80++ 

trillion (2021) dollars (the low estimate 

at 1 trillion/year) to delay a warming 

of 0.17 °C by roughly 3 years (80 years 

from now)?

This (a maximum 3 year delay) is what 80++ trillion (2021) dollars will get you!!!#delaythegreen 

470 trillion (2021) dollars/1 °C!!!

26.7 trillion (2021) dollars for each year of delay!!!All to reduce emissions of 

CO2, a truly FECKLESS 

GreenHouse Gas (CSS-7).

The IPCC Computer 

Modelers continually 

refuse to include well 

established solar 

forcings (OPS-22, 

Computer Models –

Real Simple). A very 

dangerous and criminal 

act in my opinion. 

Many will die 

unnecessarily in the 

GSM (due to inaction).

From the Hill, “CBO predicted that between 2020 and 2050, climate change will, on average, reduce GDP growth by 0.03 percentage points 

each year, culminating in the ultimate 1 percent decrease as of 2050.”

From World Atlas, “By 2050, the United States will be the second leading economic house after China with a GDP of $34,102 billion USD.”

Think about that for a minute….. Does it make sense to spend 93 trillion (2021) dollars (i.e.: the US Green New 

Deal) to save 0.34 Trillion (2021) dollars in 2050 (or a total of 2.67 trillion over the 30 years). Not even close!!

Paris climate promises will reduce temperatures by 

just 0.05°C in 2100 (Press release) | Bjorn Lomborg

We are living through a financial mess. Spending on “GREEN” now will only exaggerate the 

financial problems with no measurable gains in the climate.

The IPCC pixie dust 

concentrations are strong 

in the models!

1.37 %/year, low, but a higher GDP growth will not change the story.
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http://sciencepolicy.colorado.edu/admin/publication_files/2013.38.pdf
https://rogerpielkejr.com/
https://thehill.com/policy/energy-environment/517661-climate-to-reduce-gdp-by-1-percent-in-2050-government-analysis
https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/world-economies-projected-to-be-the-largest-by-2050.html#:~:text=By%202050%2C%20the%20United%20States%20will%20be%20the,third%20leading%20economy%20after%20China%20and%20the%20US.
https://www.lomborg.com/press-release-research-reveals-negligible-impact-of-paris-climate-promises

